Willamette Towers Bike Committee- Final report
Committee members: Bob Huntley, chair; David Lottier, Kathy Miller, Dave Ghelfi, John Rose
A good parking situation offers a sturdy, secure bike rack, covered, with night time lighting or motion
detector lighting to permit easy parking at night and to dissuade thievery. Typical public safety advice is
to have bike racks in a visible rather than an out-of-the-way place. Some people prefer to keep their
bikes in their flats, some in their lockers, some in the garage, and some on the bike racks.
Previous committee actions:
The Bike Committee surveyed WT residents to understand bike ownership. Of some thirty+ unit
surveys handed in, half noted that they owned bikes. Of these, the ownership rate averages 1-1/2 bikes
per unit.
The committee cleared unclaimed bikes from the bike racks.
Action items for the board: The committee recommends…
1) Replace the existing racks with standard hoops now, or as soon as possible. Each hoop
accommodates 2 bikes.
Supplier:
Cost:

Eugene Rackworks
14 hoops, paired @ $260 per pair ($65/bike)
2 hoops, individual @ $120 per hoop ($60/bike)
Total for standard hoops

$1820
$ 240
$2060

Installation estimate- 8hrs. @ 62.50/hr
Total cost installed

$ 500
$2560

2) Install a cover for the bike parking- to be budgeted and installed at the earliest possible date.
Estimate 1- Eugene Canvas Products (1” tubular metal)
Estimate 2- ES&A Sign and Awning (2” tubular metal, city permit)
Estimate for metal frame with metal awning; estimate pending
Discussed option- private contractor

$5400
$8-10,000
TBA
unknown

3) Install dedicated lighting- to be budgeted and installed at the earliest possible date.
Cost/Estimate

unknown

4) Permit proper installation of professional-grade bike wall racks on the garage wall.
Cost:

None, permission only

5) Establish means to prevent abandoned bikes from piling up (assigned spaces or sticker program).
Cost:
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Minimal, involves staff time

Here is a layout for new bike hoops spaced 32” apart. Two hoops are needed to replace the rack along
Lincoln St.

Committee members discussed the following:
Standard parking at existing location:
The committee recommends replacing the existing racks with standard hoops. Board member Ric
Lowen asked that we investigate having new racks attached to ground rails so that the hoops are
freestanding. Freestanding bike racks are simpler to install, requiring fewer anchors into the concrete.
Locally, Eugene Rackworks provides standard hoops, powder-coated, for $120 per hoop ($60 per bike).
They provide a maximum two hoops attached to a rail, all powder-coated, for $260 per 2 hoops with rail
($65 per bike).
Bike storage in the garage:
There is the practice of storing bikes in the garage, especially on the lower level. While the committee
had no problem with this, we like the DERO Wall Rack (see page 7) for storage in the garage. This is a
simple rack that can be anchored into the concrete wall, and can accommodate two bikes up off the
ground surface. This can provide a neater parking arrangement with the bikes out of the way for
cleaning leaves, etc. While we are not requesting the purchase and installation of these racks,
recommendation #4 is that the board permit such racks to be anchored to the walls at the discretion of
owners at their car parking areas.
Bike storage in the garage or the locker room:
We like the “BikeUp” vertical parking units, and information about these can be useful to owners for
parking bikes in their storage areas. These units could also be anchored to the garage wall where space
permits. There are simple inexpensive bike hooks available for simply hanging bikes in the storage
areas, but these do not offer the locking possibilities of the Bike-Up products. If the board wishes to
remove storage units to install bike parking, parking options include the following: The Bike-Up
products (page 6) and the DERO wall and floor mount systems (page 6).
Details of all, and even more:
See this entire document for pictures and details of storage options outlined above and producers of
similar items, and other storage options including bike cages. Particularly useful is the one-page listing
of storage styles with a cost-per-bike breakdown of each option for each producer.
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Awning details:
We received two estimates for awnings at the current bike rack site.
Eugene Awning:
1” x 1” aluminum tubing, 40 feet long, conforming to the wall and posts,
extending from the end of the building to under the overhang; six feet deep rising 3-1/2 feet from
front to back; awning material is vinyl laminated polyester fabric; cost: $5400 installed
ES&A Sign & Awning
Hurricane-proof city-permitted 2” metal frame, 40-foot awning built to
code: Ballpark estimate- $8-10,000
Estimates for a metal awning have been sought, but replies from contractors were not yet received at the
time of this report. We’ll keep you posted as this information arrives.
We discussed the following possibility: The board can hire a contractor whose work they trust to
construct a cover using contractor-supplied parts.
Dedicated Lighting:
The committee recommends lighting for parking at night and to dissuade thievery. If existing lighting is
not adequate for this, we recommend lighting dedicated to this purpose. One solution is a motiondetector light with a five-minute “On” setting.
Maintaining order at the parking sites:
How do we keep bikes from being abandoned or otherwise piling up? We recommend assigned parking,
or else waterproof stickers issued by the office and attached to the bikes for ongoing monitoring.
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The following pages give us a look at parking options. Prices given do not include shipping. A
spreadsheet that gives comparative prices on a single sheet is at the end of this document.
Why should we purchase new bike racks? On the right is a picture from the

Creative Metalworks website, showing a type of rack similar to the ones we now
have. They do not work with the type of locks needed for security today, they can
damage bike wheels, and they are inconvenient to use.
It is helpful to think of the space needed for a bike as a rectangle 2’ x 6’. Some
cities require hoops for parking bikes to be 48” apart. This is very generous, and
reflects the full 2-foot width for one bike.
Here at Willamette Towers, we want to make good use of the space given to bike
parking. Looking at bike racks around town, one most often sees the Standard
Hoop (see below). These work well. Using the hoops at the Eugene Public
Library as a model, hoops can be placed 32” apart and offer good parking and
adequate space for 2 bikes per hoop. The hoops should be placed far enough from the wall so that the
bikes can be placed forward or backward, leaning against the hoops and lining up for the lock to secure
the bike frame and one wheel to the hoop.
The Standard Hoop is the most common bike rack seen around town.
Here is the one made locally by Eugene Rackworks.
These can be installed individually. Hardware is not included. Eugene
Rackworks sells a tamper-proof concrete anchor, or one can purchase
typical concrete anchors (Valley Contractors Supply, Eugene Fasteners).
Eugene Rackworks does not install, but will loan a hammer-drill for
drilling into concrete. Typical finish is a powder-coated finish, though a
stainless steel version is available at higher cost. Some brands are
galvanized steel.
We explored having the loops linked to a metal piece at the base, with the
idea that the racks be freestanding and require less anchoring into
concrete. Eugene Rackworks offers two hoops, but no more, connected
by a metal bar along the base. We can request 32” or other spacing
between the two hoops. We would order an even number of hoops. There
is another method for anchoring hoops to a galvanized bar-see page 8.
Cost (above item):
Cost per pair

$120 per individual hoop ($60 per bike).
$260 total per pair ($65 per bike) Eugene Rackworks anticipates a 14-hoop order
to achieve this price.

Other Suppliers, similar product:
American Bicycle Security Company“Hoop” Standard
$225/unit ($112.50/bike)
DERO Hoop Rack, galvanized
$ 95 ($47.50/bike)
DERO Swerve rack (picture at right)
$ 95 ($47.50/bike)
DERO products can be powder-coated at additional cost. They can also be
ordered with a galvanized rail for rail mounting. They are shipped as individual
units, and are mounted by the customer.
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There are some other styles available. Below are the most common:
The Rolling Rack is from the DERO files. Creative Metalworks makes a five-loop version that
accommodates 7 bikes, 92’ long for $372 ($55 per bike). There wasn’t much interest in this style on the
committee.

Another common style is the ring rack.
Pictured is the BikeUp version- the 4ring version holds seven bicycles.
DERO Ring Rack

$320

$46/bike

Creative Metalworks calls their’s the
Monorail, 77” long, 6 bike capacity
Monorail cost
#359 $52 bike
There wasn’t much interest in this style
on the committee.

PEAKRACKS makes a variation. One of these is at the
YMCA in Eugene. It dedicates a slot to each bike, with a
sidebar supporting and locking each bike. The special
feature of alternating bikes being placed higher or lower
allows bikes to be placed closer together.
Approximate cost: $100/ bike slot
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Parking bikes vertically:
Vertical parking might work well in the storage lockers, or along a wall if some storage lockers are
removed. The company BikeUp specializes in vertical bike parking. Below are two of their products:
This is the basic BikeUp.
It relies on the bike riders supplying good locks to make it
secure.
Cost per bike: $39.95

To the right is BikeUp’s higher-priced vertical
parking unit. It features a 3-bar fold-over onto
the bike, insuring the security of the bike. One
would have to cut through 3 bars and the lock
to free the bike.
Cost: $115/ bike
There are either wall-mounted or free-standing vertical units sold by DERO, called the Space Saver, to
convert whole rooms to bike storage, as shown below. Cost is between $85-105 per bike.
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There is another style to look at- the wall mount. DERO makes these:
I’ll print the description from the manufacturer. These might work well installed on the wall in the lower
level of the garage. Someone with a car space could request a wall rack to park up to two bikes. These
could be mounted to the concrete and leave the surface clear for leaf-blowing and other cleaning.
Cost is $58 per unit, or $29 per bike.

GATED BIKE STORAGE and other options:
We looked at a bike storage cage at 12th and Ferry. It fully occupies two parking places on a lower level
of an apartment unit, and so is covered by the top of the garage. Cost was about $4000 and holds 20+
bikes, for a cost of somewhere less than $200 per bike, and does not offer individual posts for locking.
Some riders loop their locks through and around the bars of the cage itself.
There are a number of individual storage lockers that fit together to fill any space, and there are also
ready-made covered bike parking with the capacity to handle many bikes, each with its own locking
post. These are very expensive, costing$400-500 per bike.
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Using galvanized steel channel, hoop-style racks can be attached to a continuous rail, as illustrated
below.
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Suppliers

CAT/ Eugene
Rackworks

455 West 1st Ave.
Eugene, OR 97401

541 344 1197

http://www.catoregon.org/erw/index.htm

Bike-Up

6 Antares Drive
Phase II, Unit #108
Canada K2E 8A9

1 800 661 3506

http://www.bikeup.com/

Creative
Metalworks

P.O. Box 565
Dayton, OR 97114

888 BIKE RAX

http://www.creativemetalworksllc.com/

Dero Innovative
Bike Racks

2657 32nd Avenue S
Minneapolis, MN 55406

1 888 337 6729

http://www.dero.com/

American Bicycle P.O. Box 7359
Security Co.
Ventura, CA 93006

800 245 3723

http://www.ameribike.com/

Peak Racks/
Hoadley Design
Group

251 Luneta Drive
San Luis Obispo, CA
93405

805 782 9958

http://www.PeakRacks.com

Eugene Canvas
Products

615 Taylor Street
Eugene, OR

541 343 6441

ES&A Sign &
Awning

1210 Oakpatch Rd.
Eugene, OR

541 485 5546
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Styles and Costs Comparison
Below is a look at the various styles and costs. The styles of racks are given in the first column. Most
useful might be the “cost per bike” column. Take into account the shipping costs, which are not
included in the “cost per bike.”
styles

cost

capacity

cost per bike

manufacturer

shipping

notes

Eugene
Rackworks

local

Schedule 40 pipe: powder coat standard;
stainless steel extra

horizontal
single hoop

Hoop Style

single hoop

"Hoop Rack"

95.00

2 bikes

$47.50

Dero

unknown

single hoop

"Swerve
Rack"
"The Rail
Rack"
"Hoop"
standard

95.00

2 bikes

$47.50

Dero

unknown

193.00

2 bikes

$86.50

225.00

2 bikes

$112.50

Creative
$100Metalworks
150/10units
American Bicycle unknown
Security

4-ring "Ring
Rack"
The Monorail"

320.00

7 bikes

$45.75

Bike-Up

359.00

6 bikes

$60

Creative
Metalworks

"WTB Series"

372.00

7 bikes

$54

Creative
Metalworks

$100-150/ 3- continuous looping wave; 5-loop version
4 units

$100

Peak Racks

ujknown

single hoopextra-long
single hoop
Ring style

Continuous
wave style
Continuous
rack style

PeakRack

120(single)
130 (paired)

varies

2 bikes each $60-65

as ordered

variation on "hoop" shape
54" long,

$245/4units

5'2" length, galvanized steel, powder
coating extra
$100-150/ 3- 77" long
4 units
committee not enthused about this style

"Bike-Up"

39.95

1 bike

$40

Bike-Up

"Maximin"

115.00

1 bike

$115

Bike-Up

vertical stagger and locking bar
Vertical parking might work well in our
locker rooms
$100/ship 10 locking pin, powder coated, 6 lbs. Each
units
$200/10 units galvanized, high security, 15 lbs. Each

"Space
Saver"
"Space
Saver" dblsided

105.00

as ordered

$105

Dero

unknown

modular construction

170.00

2 bikes

$85

Dero

unknown

modular construction

"Wall Rack"
Covered
Parking
Enclosed unit "301V"

58.00

2 bikes

$29

Dero

1,439.00

1 bike

$1,439

Enclosed unit "352"

1,449.00

2 bikes

$725

14 + bikes

$720

American Bicycle unknown
Security
American Bicycle unknown
Security
Dero
unknown

13,700.00

28 bikes

$490

Dero

unknown

4,000.00

about 20
bikes

$200

custom

N/A

Vertical

Wall-Mount

covered
shelter w/ 7
Dero "Hoop"
Racks

Custom bike
cage

28 Space
Savers
Metal bar
cage w/ lock
on entry door

offers off-the-ground storage in the garage

10785

Report prepared by John Rose
August 2006
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unknown

compact horizontal wall hanger
compact wedge design, groupable in a
circle or continuous line

Basic cage, no individual locking posts; See
at 12th & Ferry, SW corner

